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We Need to Get Europe Moving
COMPETING IN A GLOBAL WORLD

Address by TONY BLAIR, Prime Minister of England

Delivered to the EU Parliament in Strasbourg, France, October 26, 2005

Mr President, Colleagues. It is a very great plea- right direction. The question is how we do that? We now

sure to be with you here this afternoon in the have an opportunity, both in the informal summit, which is
European Parliament in Strasbourg, and let me tomorrow, and then in the formal summit in December, to

add my word of welcome to our colleagues from the set out that direction and put in place the specific policies
Ukraine. If at any point in time we should ever feel lack- to match it. So over these two summits our idea is first to
ing in confidence about Europe and its values, then the agree the right direction for Europe economically; then
interest of people such as our Ukrainian friends should tell secondly to set out some new priority areas for European
us that the values of Europe are strong and are much en- action; and then thirdly, on the basis of that and in the
vied by so much of the rest of the world. context of that, to get a budget deal in December at the

Mr President, my purpose in coming here today is, as I formal Council.
explained 1 would, to report back on what we intend over Now let me first of all come to the informal summit.
these coming weeks to be the basis of the UK Presidency, This is what I want to come out of this informal summit,
and I have with me Douglas Alexander, who is our Eu- The first thing is that I want to get that informal summit to
rope Minister, and after I have left he will stay to answer agree effectively the Commission paper presented by
more questions - especially the difficult questions. How- President Barroso and the European Commission. That
ever I shall be here, 1 am pleased to say, for at least an Commission paper is an analysis of the challenge of
hour and a half to hear both your comments and to an- globalisation and how we meet it, how we meet it both as
swer some of those questions myself. member states and how we meet it as the European Union.

Can I also say, just at the very outset, to explain how It is, I have to say, a stark analysis, but it is the right analy-
we want to take forward the Presidency over these com- sis. It shows just how great a competitive challenge we
ing weeks. On 23 June in Brussels we set out an essential have irom the emerging economies such as China and
vision as to how we combat the challenge of globalisation, India, never mind the United States and others; it shows
and I think it is agreed generally in Europe that we need to how important it is we deal with the 20 million people -
get Europe moving and we need to get it moving in the almost 20 million - unemployed in the European Union; it
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JEFF DAVIDSON 5̂

reserves. The US coal supply is equal to OPEC's total oil In today's world, ladies and gentlemen, advocacy is a
reserves on a BTU basis. contact sport. Being right isn't always the same as being

Consumers obviously can do their part. It's estimated successful. One of my most important objectives in this
that turning down thermostats just two degrees this winter job is to harness the political and grassroots potential of
will save the equivalent of three LNG termihals. our essential industry and our supply chain. On this issue.

Is the crisis reversible? We believe it is. We have just the chemical industry should be leading the entire manu-
discussed a number of steps that can put a major dent in facturing sector and should be speaking for all natural gas
this problem. But it will require much more effort and much consumers. An industry of this size and importance can
more cooperation than we have seen so far. and should be more influential. As a science and engi-

We need the federal government, state governments neering industry, we always have had the smartest solu-
and Congress to wake up to the fact this country already tions to the toughest problems. The time has come for
is in the throes of a major energy and economic crisis our political brawn to become the equal to our policy brain,
which - as some analysts are predicting - could lead very ACC will be become more competitive in today's ad-
rapidly to the kind of runaway inflation and recession we vocacy world. We will build a grassroots capacity to mo-
saw in the seventies. bilize the 885,000 direct employees who are constituents

I mentioned eadier that our industry and other manu- and voters. We will mobilize industry leaders and bring
facturers are, in part, to blame for permitting this crisis to them to Washington to make the case. And we will in-
fester without intervening sooner. We simply did not have crease our political support to candidates for public office
the clout... the influence ... to make politicians pay at- who share our views and understand our industry,
tention to the damage high natural gas prices were doing In the future, when the US chemistry industry -
to the manufacturing sector. We believed that historical America's essential industry - calls on Congress and the
natural gas prices in this country would continue and that Administration to act, they will hear what we have to say
protecting future supply was the responsibility of the pro- and know it is essential to our economy and essential to
ducers alone. As a result, policy makers did not put our fhe American way of life,
needs at the top of their priority list. Thank you.

Taking Back Control of Our Days
IMPORTANCE OF TAKING TIME FOR QUIET REFLECTION

Address by JEFF DAVIDSON, Affl̂ , CMC
Delivered to Catholic Health East, Vtllanova Conference Center, Radnor, Pennsylvania, October 6, 2005

Breathing space will be my first words and my last, a sizable chunk of most days. Still, today's career profes-

I want to thank the program committee., to put on sional faces more to do at work than his or her counter-
a program like this requires lots of time and ef- part of, say, a generation ago.

^°^— Without offering an involved explanation about rising
It seems as if the pace of life is sped up for everyone, productivity levels, let me simply say that today's career

To understand why this is so, let's step back for a mo- professional, frittering and all, could beat the pants off of
ment. Following World War II, and at least through the yesteryear's career professional in terms of getting things
197O's, it was widely held by time management specialists done. Today, workers in all types of organizations, includ-
that the typical office worker earned a full day's pay for a ing government, non-profit sector groups, health care, and
60% effort. In other words, over the course of an eight education, as well as private industry devote a slightly higher
hour workday, the typical worker actually performed job- percentage of their time to the tasks and responsibilities
related work for 60% of the time, or 4.8 hours. forwhichthey actually were hired, and they have advanced

The rest of the time, totaling 40% of the day, was frit- tools that aid them in ways that the workforce ancestry
tered away on daydreams, most often thinking about sex!, could hardly imagine.
also personal phone calls, coffee breaks, bathroom breaks. The computer has actually increased U.S. labor pro-
extraneous reading (not necessarily in the bathroom), and ductivity measured in output per hour, no matter how you
even crossword puzzles! • cut it. Robert Gordon, author of the book Macroeconom-

Some studies indicate that, despite all the demands and ics reports that labor productivity is now on the order of
responsibilities they face, workers today still waste away 10 times what it was when the first electricity plant began
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operation in 1882.
To be sure, now and then many people goof off at the

click of a mouse. Surveys show that non-job related web-
surfing and e-mail correspondence is rampant. Who
doesn't make personal phone calls or attend to personal
business during the workday?

Even with the latest diversions, most workers are mak-
ing diligent efforts a decent percentage of the time. The
higher-level of industriousness among today's workforce
may be a sensible reaction to the competitiveness in the
workplace, a scarcity of higher paying jobs, or the fear of
being axed. It could be because they're dedicated, goal
oriented, highly ethical, fearful of losing their jobs, or a
combination of all the above.

Or, it may be a result of improved workplace monitor-
ing techniques. An employer's ability to gage actual per-
formance levels of employees has never been greater than
it is today. Local area networks rule. So do surveillance
cameras. Surveys show that more than 60% of employ-
ers monitor employees only activities and at least 15% of
employers observe employees via hidden camera. No fun.

Perhaps an underlying element for the increase in pro-
ductivity across the board is the increase in expectations.
As soon as greater technological capabilities come along,
BAM! So do expectations. In 1827, the Erie Canal be-
came functional for the passage of horse drawn canal ships
— at the blazing speed of four miles per hour. So many
vendors wanted to transport their goods from the west
through the Canal, and to the Hudson River down to New
York City, that the Canal immediately became clogged.
And so, it was enlarged, then again dramatically enlarged,
and then yet again.

At every junction expectations about the traffic volume
that the Canal could handle rose and then, almost instantly,
existing Canal capacity was never enough. Soon the rail-
roads became popular and for many the Canal fell into
disuse imtil it became a recreational and tourist attraction
in the 20th century. It went from expectation to over ex-
pectation to abandonment within a generation. How cold!

In the typical office, before electric typewriters, and
certainly before PCs, getting 25 or 30 original business
letters out the door in a day once represented an impres-
sive achievement, all that an employer could expect from
a worker in one day. Now a day, anyone, and I mean
anyone including some ten year-olds, can generate 500 to
1,000 letters in a day if one chooses, and that wouldn't
even be news. On any given day the aggregate of emails
sent by individuals, and we're not talking about spam here,
is 500 to 600 times greater than the entire aggregation of
web pages accessible on the Internet.

In 1905, the typical person generated only a tiny amount

of information in his or her entire life. Whereas notable
people wrote dozens and dozens of letters, the typical per-
son wrote only a handful. Today, by some estimates, ca-
reer professionals write 80% to 85% of all original docu-
ments.

As a side note, researchers at the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley in the Department of Information Sci-
ences concluded that if the total amount of unique infor-
mation annually generated in the world were to be par-
celed out to every man woman and child on earth, each
person would be given a personal library equivalent to 250
books.

One estimate holds that information doubles in the world
every 72 days. The Library of Congress catalogues 7,000
new items each day. More than 2,000 new websites go
online each day. A minimum of two thousand books are
published world wide each day. In 1947, the first year
Books in Print started collecting data, there were 85,000
titles in existence and 45 publishers listed. Fifty years
later, there were almost 50,000 publishing houses in the
U.S. alone.

No matter how competent, adept, organized or clever
one may otherwise be, virtually all career professionals
today fmd themselves in a daily tidal wave of information,
the likes of which are unprecedented in the history of the
human race. And the unvoiced expectation is that you're
supposed to be able to handle it all. British author and
psychologist David Lewis, Ph.D. says that "having too
much information can be as dangerous as having too little.
It can lead to a paralysis of analysis, making it harder to
find the right solutions or make decisions."

No course that you took in college, no article or book,
no mentor, no company training session, nothing you've
likely experienced thus far in your professional or per-
sonal lives has prepared you for functioning smoothly in a
world of unrelenting exponential information generation.
The inmates have the keys, the cell doors are open, and
data has run amok.

Complexity Everywhere
Your everyday supermarket now carries roughly 40,000

items, twice as many as a decade ago. There are so many
products, so many brands and sub-species of those brands
that no consumer is safe from the bombardment of choice
overload. The manufacturers plead mea culpa — they
are trying to differentiate their products to reach selected
niches, a vital and necessary component of survival in the
hyper-intense capitalistic jungle.

For example, more than 16 varieties just of Colgate
toothpaste, 75 types of Pantene hair care treatments, a
110 varieties of Hallmark greeting cards, and untold num-
bers of other products just from the same vendor in the
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same product line are available. a worker has made in preparing a report, how many prod-
A huge vanety of product offering doesn't aid consum- ucts were scanned at the register, how many multi mega-

ers. It is insanity. From the vast array of athletic shoes to byte files were downloaded, or how many calls from the
bagels to portable CD players to bottled water, there quickly field were answered and addressed,
becomes a point at which mega-choices like mega-infor- Hopefully, desirably, thankfully, you're not among the
mation do not serve the consumer; they abuse him. lot who strays for large blocks of time throughout the day

It seems everywhere you turn, people seek to compli- You have the ability to self-regulate. You recognize that
cate things. Many of the devices that we buy could serve we live in an information overloaded society with too many
us simply, but do they? From TVs to answering machines websites, publications, and electronic media bidding for
to cell phones to copiers and everything in between, are your attention.
our electronic gadgets getting easier to use? Where is the You buck up and decide to get lean and mean You're
long-promised plug-in and play computer? gonna hack your way through the tangle of information

At the center of this information, communication, and and communication overload. You strip away anything
technology tsunami, unquestionably, is the almighty micro- that smells of excess or encroaches upon your ability to
chip which plugs into the all-pervasive personal computer, stay on the straight and narrow path to high productivity.

Smce 1971 when Intel invented the microprocessor. You refiexively speed up your routine so that you can
computer's labor-saving benefits have been widely touted, get through the day's deluge of emails, open the mail and
Computers provide us with the ability to accomplish a great address it, handle the memos, tend to the faxes, return the
deal of work in a relatively short amount of time, be it phone calls, and still come up smiling. In this world, min-
research, number crunching, document preparation, or utes and even seconds count. Money is not the key cur-
communication. While computers have contributed to pro- rency of life anymore, it's time.
ductivity increases unlike any device that came before it. In deftly speeding through all that comes your way how-
people everywhere continue to wrestle with how to use ever, a new kind of problem arises. In your quest to get
computers to their best advantage. one thing done after another, your creativity, spontaneity.

We sit in front of our keyboards and try to take control and joie de vive diminish.
of our little comer of the world. We communicate with When your brain is always engaged, when your neu-
staff, impress our bosses, and do our best to stay on top of rons are always firing, when you find yourself in a con-
things, but at the same time, we visit our favorite blogs, tinual mode of reacting and responding, instead of steer-
comparison shop online, and pass jokes back and forth — ing and directing, the best and brightest solutions that you
not the essence of getting things done. are capable of producing rarely see the light of day.

Management, with alarming irregularity, wants to know To Accomplish More or to Have a Life?
what we're typing, at what we're looking, with whom You're firmly caught in a trap without realizing that you
we're communicating, and what we're passing back and are. Like everyone else, you're adopting the same sur-
forth. The temptation that a PC in general, and the Internet vival mechanisms, galloping along on the same treadmill
in particular, provides can lure even the most diligent, loyal, and defaulting into the same operational cycles
and hard working among us. Who has not strayed during If new insights or fresh perspectives spring forth, will
the course of the day, sometimes for prolonged periods? you, can you, actually act upon them? Do you have any

Who here can stand up and say that they have not taken chance of thinking new thoughts or are you simply gener-
chunks of time here and there away from their employer, ating permeations of all your previous thoughts?
proceeding all the while as if no one will know the differ- Since the start of the 1990s, Attention Deficit Disorder
ence? Though the word is rarely used, such forays are (ADD) has been on the rise, not just among children, but
actually a form of theft. You can rationalize your escapes now among the adult population as well. Victims of adult
as long as you get the job done, i.e. who cares if you take ADD are likely to initiate more tasks and projects than
a couple of minutes here and there for your own inter- they'll ever finish, get bored easily, seek thrills readily, have
ests? Besides, you're not on the clock, you're a salaried a propensity to be late while loathing having to wait, and
or commission-based employee. Still, if the tables were not be averse to taking foolish risks. The sudden rise of
turned, wouldn't you feel you had a right to know when adult ADD, while it may have genetic components cer-
your employees were actually working versus not? tainly receives a major boost from our kinetic, hyper-speed.

The larger the corporation, the more likely the reliance information-bombarded society.
on surveillance so that managers and supervisors can dis- The typical fall fashion magazine compels readers to
cem on an hour by hour basis, say, how many key strokes fiip through 128 pages before finding the first feature ar-
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tide. In 1965, the typical news sound bite lasted 45 sec-
onds. By the year 2,000 it had dropped to 8 seconds. Ad
clutter has increased annually since 1985 and has now
exceeded the over-whelming level for many viewers.

In 2002, every hour of daytime network TV offered
nearly 21 minutes of commercials, up from 10 to 12 min-
utes decades before. Some cable networks feature 60
seconds of ads for every 140 seconds of programming, in
other words 30% of the total broadcast.

While the typical TV advertisement was 53 seconds in
1965, by 2000 it had dropped to 25 seconds with 15 sec-
ond ads as well as 3 second ads peppering viewers at
every tum. There is competition for every single moment
you have to spare and for those you don't have to spare.

Let's face it, "Brave new world" is here. When you
don't have, or feel you don't have an extra moment to
read philosophy, history, or science, when great literature,
plays and novels are as foreign to you as hieroglyphics, do
you have any chance of seeing your work, career, or life
in a new light? You might be doing well in the race but it's
the same race essentially down the same track with the
same opponents that may prove to be less than sufficient
in enabling you to get those kinds of things done that you
want to have completed.

Aidous Huxley said, right in his book "People never are
alone now ...We make them hate solitude, and we ar-
range their lives so that it's almost impossible for them
ever to have it." That was in 1932, when he wrote that.

Even if you're among the rare few who recognize how
crucial safeguarding your day and work time has become,
the chances are highly likely that you are not immune to
the call of the modem day sirens — the cell phones, pag-
ers, and beepers.

Cell Phone Intmsion
The results are in and the cell phone has become the

most dismptive aspect of work and everyday life. With
now more than four-fifths of the population sporting these
little gadgets, it's now taken as a given that any part of
your day is subject to dismption.

On a plane, in a meeting, during a presentation, at a
business lunch, or yes, in the restroom, some probably well-
meaning but otherwise totally boorish soul will whip out his
cell phone and engage in public space cell yell. And the con-
versations, my goodness, are they inane. If everyone uses a
cell phone in the restroom or a lunch or during a meeting and
uses it at will, how long will it take before we all go mad?

The 2003 annual Lemelson-MIT invention index sur-
vey found that when asked to name the invention they
hate the most but can't live without, 30 percent of respon-
dents said the cell phone. Second to the cell phone were
alarm clocks at 25 percent, followed by television at 23

percent and razors at 14 percent.
My friend, Paul Radde, is author of the book Thrival..

Paul says "Cell phone use is not just plain rude, it is men-
tally distracting and abusive to others. Cell phone use
captures the brain's interest in completing the conversa-
tion, so whether the user is broadcasting or simply within
earshot, the Zeigamik effect kicks in. This is the same
desire for closure that makes the effects of multi-tasking
akin to the effects of post-traumatic stress."

The Zeigamik effect is characterized by the tendency
for people to remember interrupted tasks better than those
that have been completed. "Once taken off one task, with-
out completing the transaction," Radde observes, "the mind
continues to seek closure. If you have a number of things
going, but none of them to completion, you have these
tensions tending toward completion — and that is stress-
provoking."

It's not that you can't get things done with the use of a
cell phone, indeed you can get a lot of things done. How-
ever, the nature of what you get done is highly skewed.
Just as the man with only a hammer sees everything as
nails, the incessant cell phone user accomplishes a variety
of tasks, understandably enough, that accme directly to
having a cell phone.

Sometimes this get-it-done kind of individual over does
this stay-in-touch aspect of what he's trying to accom-
plish. I mean, how many times can you call a client? How
often do you need to stay in touch with your office. Would
every 60 minutes do it, or would 45 minutes be better, or
30 better still? What kinds of new tasks and new respon-
sibilities at work are you creating for yourself and others
as a result of the constant communication and, need I say
it, over-communication?

Too many career professionals — gung-ho, get ahead
career types — are uncomfortable with solitude. Increas-
ingly, this discomfort tolerates only shorter and shorter
attention spans. To retreat into one's own mind, to pause,
to reflect is now treated as if it were enemy territory.

As the world wide web and interactive media begin to
purvey our lives at even higher levels than they do now
through the myriad of hand held and miniature devices as
well as publicly pervasive audio/video displays, any ca-
reer professional who wants a quiet, reflective moment is
going to have to fight for it.

Weirdly, oddly, sadly, the higher the level of distraction,
as with information overload, the greater we tend to seek
it. You can get things done with electronic gadgetry, but
beware, the types of things you get done will be of a cer-
tain ilk. Whole other realms of accomplishments may be
unknown or out of reach for you.

Long-term trends all but guarantee that in the future.
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the environment all around you will only get noisier. The ments in your career—the big stuff— may require going
distractions will come faster, louder and more ftiriously. It where you haven't gone before, to that place and frame
IS vital to regam or perhaps develop for the first time the of mind where the best of your thoughts can emerge
ability to take quiet reflection. In doing so, at first, you will When you leam to value quiet reflection over frenetic
feel as if you've been left out of the party, but was it a activity, the breadth and scope of what you can get done
party you wanted to attend in the first place? And even if improves remarkably. You actually get to reclaim your
you wanted to attend, did you want to attend all the time day. Silence can be golden, but only if you respect it
at that decibel level with no breaks? know how to hamess it, and recognize the gift that it has

Long-term types of accomplishment, grand achieve- always provided.... You've been a wonderftxl audience,
may you all have breathing space!

The Emergence of Spanish Language iVIedia
REACHING EVERYBODY

^ddissshy GISSELLE ACEVEDO-FRANCO, President and General Manager, Hoy Publications LLC
Delivered to the Town Hall Los Angeles Presented in association with the Women s Foundation of Califomia, Los Angeles

Califomia, September 14, 2005

|oodaftemoon,everybody,orasIliketosay"Buenos city spoke Spanish and tmly with broken hearts we re-
ifardes^ I appreciate that, especially in L.A. Well, tumed back home to Costa Rica. My mother and I talked
first of all, thank you for the introduction. It really about our next move and we knew that somehow some-

is, as you can well imagine, an honor to be here this after- way, we would eam just enough money to retum to Los
noon. Before I go any ftirther, let me start by acknowl- Angeles and when we arrived back in Los Angeles we
edging the people who I think have been most important found one newspaper, one radio station and one television
to me. First of all, please take a moment to acknowledge station that spoke our language
my colleagues at Hoy. I think they are one of the finest The United States has seen a veritable explosion of
groups of people, the hardest working people I will ever Spanish language media since we arrived, but particularly
know Aiid equally as important, representing the Los in the last few months, both via the expansion of existing
Angeles Times - in my book the finest newspaper in the outlets such as the increasingly dominant radiance of Span-
nation-please acknowledge my colleagues from the Los ish language television in top markets and in the creation
Angeles Times. And then ever so quickly I always want of new newspapers in those markets, given that New York
to acknowledge students because, again, I did start off as Chicago, Houston, Miami, Dallas-Fort Worth and Wash-
a teacher. I'm very proud of that. I do think it's one of ington all have Spanish language daily newspapers and in
the noblest professions and one of the second noblest pro- some cases competing dailies. They are sometimes char-
fessions is bemg a student, so thank you for being here. acterized as new initiatives. Once again, history particu-

I m gomg to talk to you about a demographic and I larly Los Angeles history, proves those generalizations
hesitate in callmg it a demographic. I think better yet let's wrong. This summer marked the summer of a little known
call It a community, a community that's searching and fmd- but really important anniversary in the history of our city
ing jobs, a community with aspirations, families, churches and the history of the press. June 19 this year marked
and interests on both sides of the border where they or the 150th anniversary of the founding of El Clamor Pub-
their families crossed. There is today a phenomenon that lico, the first Spanish language newspaper in Los Ange-
is ftindamentally altering the fabric of this region. Some les. Before then, newspapers in Los Angeles had used
would say it s a retum to the original spirit of Califomia. Spanish in their newspapers only sparingly. In fact, you'd
Still others would say Los Angeles is a transient modem be surprised to leam the Los Angeles Times published ar-
city. Many of you who have lived here for a long time and tides in Spanish for nearly 30 years, from around 1901 to
knowLosAngeles,asIbelieveIdo, wouldagreethatthis 1916. The articles mostly dealt with issues in Mexico
IS not the case. In fact, Los Angeles, our Los Angeles, Beginning in 1922, the Times carried a regular column in
boasts a nch and vibrant history, one in which the Latino Spanish and then from 1922 to 1926 the column was called
experience and the use of Spanish plays significant and Noticias Mundiales and then Platicas de los Lunes and
even ftmdamental roles. I arrived in the United States in finally Noticias en Espanol. But really, when you think
theearly 1960s. In fact, my mother and I arrived in New about it. Clamor Publico was the first newspaper designed
Orleans, oddly enough. And in New Orleans no one in the to reach and serve the regions Califomias By the way




